What is the FXB Climate Advocates program?

We inform, empower, and mobilize youth to act on the climate emergency.
Meet Our Team
What we've been working on

**The Power Project:**
An app designed by Richard Chen to reduce electricity usage of The Hun School of Princeton

**Planet Leo:**
A sustainable fashion business created by Leonie Wisowaty

**Earth Day Ecochallenge:**
Doing our part in larger collective projects and protests
Why join?

We seek young people who are passionate and committed to climate change. No previous experience in climate advocacy is required.

01 Engage with peers passionate about climate change

02 Interact with climate activists across the globe

03 Launch individual and joint climate advocacy projects
What resources do we provide?

- Curated climate change resources on fxbclimateadvocates.org
- Engaging skill and content workshops to deepen climate knowledge and advocacy skills
- Platforms to connect with global youth activists
Future Actions

Climate Pods: Broadcasted live from NYC - SUMMER 2020

- 3-day training units to dive into a key theme within the climate crisis
- Format: mix of multimedia content, recorded webinars, activities & reflective practices
- Live discussion sessions with youth, government & community leaders, social entrepreneurs, scientists and professors
- Engagement through collaborative work on narrative projects supported by partners

In partnership with YOUTH CLIMATE LEADERS
Next Steps

STEP 1: APPLY
Fill out our application.

STEP 2: COMMIT
Complete our commitment form.

STEP 3: ENGAGE
Join Whatsapp Group and Team FXB Climate Advocates in Drawdown Ecochallenge.

CONTACT US
Karina Weinstein
Program Strategy and Innovation Director
fxbclimateadvocates@fxb.org

@FXBInternational
@FXBIntl
@FXBclimateadvocates
ABOUT FXB

- FXB is an international development organization that works to create a world where everyone has a chance not just to survive but to thrive.
- 30-year trajectory addressing multidimensional poverty through the FXBVillage Model and other community development programs.
- FXB USA aspires to be the lab for innovative organizations to leverage climate solutions in order to strengthen the resilience of vulnerable communities in the face of climate change and global pandemics.

Learn more: www.fxb.org